THE CHALLENGE

Leading organizations understand two crucial truths: 1) digital transformation is the keystone of growth in the new economy, and 2) the role of technology is to achieve business outcomes faster while reducing complexity. Only by leveraging the cloud can IT teams pull all the strings that turn priceless data into business outcomes, seamlessly. But bridging the gap between a legacy IT approach to cloud-first is a tall order, fraught with potential missteps and analysis paralysis.

THE SOLUTION

Presidio is that bridge between legacy IT and modern cloud. Our 40-plus year heritage as a leading technology provider gives us unrivaled expertise in the traditional IT technology stack. But we are also one of the world’s largest cloud consulting digital solutions and services providers.

We have cloud covered from every angle:

- **Cloud Migration** – Presidio helps you develop a multi-cloud strategy and determine the best way to migrate workloads to the appropriate modern services while ensuring optimal application performance
- **DevOps & Automation** – We automate resource provisioning through orchestrated workflows and apply policies that ensure a high-quality experience for VM and cloud-native (container and serverless) workloads
- **Application Development** – We utilize modern interpretive development techniques that stress agile methods and code reuse, speeding up the deployment of new functionality to run responsively on any device in real-time
- **Data Analytics** – Presidio empowers our clients to modernize the data residency and optimize processing to make better organizational decisions through more valuable information and insight

Presidio’s portfolio of cloud solutions works hand-in-hand with our core technology expertise. This unique dual power is tailor-made to help our customers Get Cloud Right – the right workloads on the right clouds, at the right cost, providing the right level of service. Our customers realize meaningful cost savings and are liberated to grow their business without any undifferentiated heavy lifting.

Our vendor-agnostic approach cuts through the complexity that leads to analysis paralysis. We focus on your specific needs and goals first, before unleashing the right cloud strategy to power your business outcome-focused digital transformation.
KEY BENEFITS
Presidio’s Cloud Practice delivers successful business outcomes for clients, regardless of their cloud maturity.

Our solutions cover key areas including:
- Move to Cloud
- Deploy Apps Faster
- Network Modernization
- Application Modernization

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT
Our approach is different because we match deep traditional tech stack expertise with unmatched modern cloud consulting prowess.

Global Team – Presidio supports multi-national clients and initiatives with a globe-spanning team of cloud experts that can deliver cost-effective projects.

True End-to-End – We can help you from solution design and application development to cost optimization and managed support. Whether you need to migrate existing applications and workloads to the cloud or build new ones natively in the cloud, Presidio can deliver with agile and modern development methods. We can help you visualize your data to power better decisions, faster, and automate functional releases for quicker deployment. We are experts in controlling cloud costs, forecasting usage, managing billing and optimizing on-demand resources.

Silo Smashing – Digital transformation is a cultural transformation. Silos naturally developed over time in the old way of working. We knock those down, making our customers collaborative and cross-functional to win in the modern economy. We practice what we preach. As a Presidio client, you have access to experts across our practices, all of which work in concert to move your business forward and teach you cloud self-sufficiency. Presidio Cloud Solutions is a cohesive unit, serving as the template for our customers’ evolving cloud culture.

Contact Presidio today: www.presidio.com